0. Introduction. In the theory of elliptic curves (or more generally, abelian varieties) with complex multiplication, the Hecke characters play some important roles, such as the classification of isogeny classes of elliptic curves and the study of zeta functions. In the theory of Drinfeld modules, Gross introduced the notion of algebraic Hecke characters [Grl] . In this note we restrict ourselves to the Hecke characters arising from the singular Drinfeld modules of rank 2 on A -FJT], and see the correspondences between isogeny classes or isomorphism classes of singular Drinfeld modules and Hecke characters.
We fix the following notations throughout this paper:
F q : finite field of ^-elements A = F q [T] , k = F q (T) K -quadratic extension of k where oo does not split L s -separable closure of a field L L = algebraic closure of a field L.
Hecke Characters and Frobenius morphism.
Let L be an yl-field. In this note by a Drinfeld module over L we always mean a Drinfeld module of rank 2 on A. Thus a Drinfeld module φ is completely determined by (X) = TX + gX q + AX q2
with (], ΔGL. From now on, unless otherwise stated, we suppose that L is a global function field, that is, a finite extension of k and that φ is a singular Drinfeld module with End(φ) isomorphic to an order O of an imaginary quadratic function field K. We fix an isomorphism 
Then one can follow the methods in [L] , Chap. 10, §4, to get 
). Then applying (1.12) of [Ge] , we get an A-module
Let tisomorphism making the following diagram commutative with φ σ -σ, since φ is defined over L;
Kjt
Now the rest of the proof is just the translation of the proofs of Theorems 8 and 9 of [L] , Chap. 10, §4 into the Drinfeld setting. Note that χψ(s) in this note is μ(s) in the notation of [L] . Proof (ii) follows easily from (i). To show (i) let x be a nonzero element in m s . Then
Hence φ Proof This follows from (3.3) of [Ge] . D Wo now go back to our situation. 
and IV) be the Frobenius endomorphism of the reduction φ(Vo) at Vo (resp. φ(V) and φ(V) atV andV viewingφ overL). Let(p(T))
is not rational and we have Πp = Up Q and Π^ -φ μp (τ) with μ G F*.
In this case Φ(VQ) is super singular. (iv) // Vo splits completely in L, then
τi Vo =θ(χ φ (V))andn Vo =θ( Xφ (V')).
In this case φ(Vo) is not super singular.
Proof, (i) follows from Lemma 1.4. Exactly the same argument as in [L] AS in the proof of Theorem 2.1, each η G H { (G,A\ιtj[s(φ) ) corresponds to an element c{η) of (H S Y such that
We also know that 
-c(η) φ c(η)
Let u 6 Then
. Proof Given j and χ, let ψ be any Drinfeld module over H with
c(ηY
Then 77 is trivial on //"*, and thus induces is stronger than the condition that χ is continuous. The reason for this condition is that lu/H* contains a subgroup isomorphic to Z. Next we will consider the action of the group Gal(///fc). Let σ £ G&\(H/K). The action of σ on χ φ is given by Exactly the same proof as in the classical theory would give In the case of j(φ) = 0, H = K = F ρ2 (Γ) and H o = k = F q (T) . Thus the proof is easy and left to the reader.
• REMARK. The proof of the above theorem is different from that of the classical case because one cannot lift σ to H s .
Let G = Gal(# o 7#o) and ε be the class in H ι {G,O* κ ) which is represented by the quadratic character ε : G --> Gal(#/# 0 ) -> O^.
Then we have 
